Abstract. With cloud computing era coming, the cloud computing model which is applied in Robocup middle size soccer robot system is established based on the study of private cloud. The model effectively integrates the data fusion system, backup of world model, cloud decision making system, load balancing and self-learning strategy cloud of big data, and solve problems such as resource allocation, role orientation, task scheduling, behavior coordination under the condition of limited time and limited resources. The system function and the robot behavior are unified. The practical application shows that the cloud computing model proposed in this paper is stable and feasible.
Introduction
Cloud computing is regarded as a huge transformation after the change of mainframe computer to the client-server in the 1980's. Cloud computing is the product of the further development and integration of the traditional computer technology and network technology. This technique is characterized in that the operation task on a single computer in the past is distributed to a cluster of computers by virtual load balancing technology, which makes the computing capability of the whole system is no longer limited to a single computer performance bottleneck. It has a very important practical significance for the relatively large scale of computing and the requirements of real-time computing ability [1] .
Cloud computing technology for object coupling system, in addition to computing power, there is a special significance is to achieve rapid integration and sharing of data. At the Humanoids 2010 conference, Professor James Kuffner of Carnegie Mellon University proposed the concept of "robot cloud", which has aroused extensive discussion. At the meeting, many experts are more optimistic about the technology, which is generally believed that the robot cloud is the next leap forward development of robotics. In 2011, the RoboEarth project funded by the European Union is a typical example of robotic cloud technology. The first application of this project is to collaborate with multiple robots in a simulated hospital environment to take care of the patient, and they interact with the cloud server to share information and learn from each other. For example, a robot can scan the hospital room and upload the completed map to RoboEarth; Another robot, which is completely unfamiliar with the room, can find a glass of water in the room by visiting the cloud, without the need for additional searches. According to the same principle, task solution which is similar to open drug box can also be shared by RoboEarth, Other robots who do not need reprogramming will be able to open a specific box, even if these robots based on different models.
Because of the advantages of cloud computing technology, team water in recent years gradually used cloud computing technology in practice in the RoboCup middle size Soccer Robot competition and customized development for cloud system [2] .
Cloud Computing Module Design

Highly Effective Data Fusion System
Group decision making system of Water Team run in the cluster which is composed of the computer installed on the robot and the data station outside the game field. The system can effectively collect sensor data and image analysis data from each robot in real time, and then run in the "cloud" for data fusion, the final results will be shared to each robot. In this way, each robot can get the information detected by other robots, and can make more accurate action [3] .
In the actual competition scene, communication among robots is carried out through the WiFi, some factors of objective existence (such as distance, signal interference and blockage by obstacles) will make not every node communication is real-time and effective in the entire communication system [4] . In order to adapt to this situation, the data statistics and comparison mechanism is used in the design of the system. The robot shares its own information which is collected and analyzed with each other through P2P, at the same time receives information which is sent by other robots. Each robot regularly carry out information fusion and fusion result is distributed to other team members to do error correction. Each robot has the same process, can get the fusion results which is sent by other robots, and then through the screening retain a most credible results as a basis for their actions. This mechanism is designed to effectively avoid the error fusion result because of the lack of data in the network and ensure that the majority of team members can get the correct basic data.
Hot Backup of World Model
In RoboCup middle size soccer robot system, the quantitative description of environment is carried out by a world model which use accurate data to describe information such as center coordinate of football, center coordinate, orientation, speed and work role of each robot. World model in program is a specific data structure which update from data fusion of robot group, the output result of data structure is an important reference in group decision making and monomer behavior.
In the early game systems, limited to communication bandwidth and computer performance, each robot just maintain its own world model and the comparison is not carried out among world model of each robot, resulting in distortion of world model. The distortion of the world model will make the decision of robot inconsistent with his teammates, and is very prone to conflict and cooperation mismatch in group behavior. With the evolution of technology and the development of the system, the architecture of unified world model appears, a particular robot (usually a captain) or off-site data station is responsible for maintenance work of world model, which solves the conflict behavior among robots in a certain extent. But due to the world model is maintained by only a robot, once the deterioration of communication occurs, there will be individual robot cannot access to data from this world model timely, which will cause local task coordination failures.
With the emergence of cloud computing technology, our system also draws lessons on the architecture design of the related model, and constructs the world model architecture which is practical in our own system. The specific design scheme is that each robot not only has its own world model data to maintain, but also can query world model data of other robot teammate. In the multi robot system, we establish a set of communication quality detection mechanism, so in the sharing process of world model data, the shared data channel between robot and a teammate will be closed once the communication situation is not good to a certain extent, and the shared data channel in which communication situation is better between robot and other teammate will be open.
Through this design, the whole team use a unified world model. For every robot team member, the other member whose communication situation is better can be used as its hot backup of world model, even if only a teammate can communication, the robot also is able to access other teammates to share world model, and share its world model to other teammates.
Cloud Decision Making System
Virtualization is a characteristic of cloud computing systems, when computer numbers participating in calculating dynamically increase or decrease, virtualization can ensure the system's calculation task is not interrupted, only change in computing performance. This characteristic is very suitable for the RoboCup middle size group robot cluster system whose communication network is unstable. Because computer cluster scale and the real-time demand, we have not used the conventional open source virtualization system, in view of the characteristics of our soccer robot cluster system and data communication architecture, the subsystem with "virtual" function is developed and mainly used to run our group decision module [5] . In the implementation, the group task of robot team is divided into two layers: global task layer and local task layer.
In global task layer, the decision making system will generate a global strategy based on the final integration data of previous stage. In the global strategy, only a series of abstract roles are described, each carries the task ID that needs to be performed and the relevant parameters in the execution process. In order of importance, these abstract roles are sorted in a priority order, with the aim of making an important role for a higher degree of priority allocation (e.g., the goalkeeper).Group decision making system carry out the role assignment based on the role of the sort list from the highest priority to the lowest priority.
There is corresponding distribution logic for these abstract roles in the background role database of the system. In the background role database the index weight of each abstract role which is considered when allocating is stored. Decision making system calculates utility of unallocated teammates in accordance with the index weight, orders the utility results from high to low and pick out robot team member which has the highest effectiveness to perform the role of tasks.
There is corresponding distribution logic for these abstract roles in the background role database of the system. In the background role database the index weight of each abstract role which is considered when allocating is stored. Decision making system calculates utility of unallocated teammates in accordance with the index weight, orders the utility results from high to low and pick out robot team member which has the highest effectiveness to perform the role of tasks. By such a design, it is important to ensure that the role of priority is assigned to the most appropriate players, to improve the quality of the implementation of the global task. At the same time, if number of the robot team member decreases (for example, failure and maintenance), also can guarantee the priority allocation of an important role to avoid failure of the global task because of lack of the key role.
The next layer of the decision making system is a local task layer, usually only occur in occasion which need to carry out the action cooperating among a few teammates. In local task layer, each player collect the status information of the other players involved in the "local task" according to their own world model data, and generate the appropriate action execution parameters based on this information.
Depending on the direct correlation of data information and motion parameters among the teammates, local system can achieve a very high real-time synchronization performance, greatly enhance the tacit understanding of action cooperating, improves a implementation success rate of "local task".
In this bi level decision making structure, the "global task" runs in "private cloud" which is composed of a robot cluster. Because all robots have a copy of the world model data, so each player may be the core of decision-making. There is a leader selection mechanism within robot cluster, based on network conditions and remaining operation ability of computer. Decision making core is dynamically transferred, in order to protect the global task decision operation as far as possible is arranged in the robot which has good network condition and more surplus operation ability, and avoid decision-making core dropped to making a mess.
The core of decision-making in the "local task" also is dynamically transferred among several robots which are involved in, as far as possible is arranged in the robot which has good network condition and more surplus operation ability.
Load Balancing
Load balancing is an important technology in cloud computing. It means the heavy computing task is allocated to multiple arithmetic units to execute. According to the burden of each calculation unit, task allocation for each calculation unit is dynamically adjusted, in order to ensure the calculation task of the whole system is able to perform efficiently.
In our robot software system, the main computing tasks are divided into two parts: single action planning and group decision making. Single action plan includes image acquisition and image processing, motion parameters calculation and motor speed control, which can only be deployed in the robot's own computer because of the need for real-time. In most cases, the robot's computer has remaining computing power, while in the single action planning. Therefore, we designed a set of equalization mechanism, according to the remaining computing power and network status of each robot, the task of group decision making is dynamically assigned to a robot. In our application, due to the instability of network communication, which cannot be avoided, conventional load balancing plug-in is not used, the software framework that we implement on our own is used. In order to avoid interrupt of the decision-making process which is caused by interrupt of network communication, we did not split the group decision algorithm, but dynamically put the whole algorithm on a robot, which has the largest remaining calculate power and better communication situation, in order to achieve a dynamic load balancing effect.
Self-Learning Strategy Cloud of Big Data
In the annual game, according to the improved performance of the robot, we design new skills and new group strategy. After new elements of cloud computing is increased, these new strategies and performance effect in the game can be preserved in the form of quantization. With the strategy data continue to accumulate, when the data volume reaches a certain level, we can introduce machine learning system, which is based on massive data strategy for mining and learning, and finally achieve a closed loop self learning system [6] . In competition with rivals, the "cloud" can continue to learn, automatically test and find out optimal strategy to restraint opponents, complete Intelligence of strategy library, advance the automation degree of the soccer robot system to a new level.
Summary
In this paper, the cloud computing technology is applied in RoboCup Middle Size Soccer Robot System, which guide soccer robot to cooperate from the global vision. Thus, more reasonable task decomposition and resources allocation is achieved, the efficiency of the robot's response is improved, and the validity of the method is verified. It is of positive significance to promote the development of cloud computing technology in RoboCup Middle Size Soccer Robot System.
